
Reference

We confirm that "Your Name", born 14 April 1988, was employed at "Company Name" from 15 
October 2016 to 30 September 2017 where she/he held the position as “Your Position” in 
“Department”. She/he worked up to 20 hours during the semester and up to 40 hours during the 
semester breaks. She/he executed her work at her home office.

"Company Name" is a Berlin based start-up with experts from over 30 countries. Our mission is to 
redesign the Internet for the user by combining the power of data. browser. and search. We develop 
browsers and browser extensions with integrated search engines to bring users to their destination in 
the most direct way while protecting their privacy. Our main investors arc Media AG. one of Europe's 
leading media corporations, as well as AMEC producer of the browser.

"Your Name" responsibilities as “Your Position” in “Department” included the following tasks:
• Quality Assessment - She/he was responsible for assessing the relevance and accuracy of 
search engine results to train our search engine algorithm.
• Product Trends Detection - She/he explored quality and content of the web, identified patterns 
and trends to support product decisions and reported bugs and improvements for our products.
• Our Product Features – She/he scrutinized our product features from a user experience point of 
view.

"Your Name" has an outmost broad and very established expertise which she/he has put into 
practice at any time and which she extended proactively. In addition, she/he took over numerous 
tasks outside her/his subject area with great success which she always turned over very certain and 
successful. She/he was always a remarkable motivated employee and familiarized herself with her 
fields of duty within the shortest possible time. "Your Name" pursued her/his negotiated goals 
sustainable and with extremely high success. "Your Name" showed an extraordinary high degree of 
initiative and motivation. She/he always worked very efficient, determined and accurate.

"Your Name" always impressed with qualitative and quantitative brilliant results. She/he always 
stood out for her/his high capacity and for remaining focused in extreme stressful situations. She/he 
always completed her/his assigned tasks to our utmost satisfaction and optimally corresponded to 
our expectations in any aspect.
"Your Name" was very much appreciated likewise by her/his managers and team mates. She/he 
contributed to an excellent and efficient teamwork. She/he always acted loyal towards the company 
and convinced with her personal integrity. Her/his behaviour was always exemplary. For the sake of 
completeness, we would like to mention that she was always reliable and on time.
"Your Name" is leaving our company on her/his own request. We'd like to thank her/him for her 
excellent work and sincerely regret losing her/him as an employee. We wish her all the best and 
continuing success, both professionally and personally.
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Sticky Note
Это достаточно упрощенная версия рекомендации, но суть вы должны понять.


